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All sounds are important, "one is no better than another," because they all help us "develop an intuition of what reality con-
sists of," said Venezuelan Gustavo Matamoros, founder of Subtropics, the festival that every other year invites its audi-
ences to open their ears and minds to experimental music in Miami.

First staged in 1989, the upcoming 24th edition focuses on a "lost art" that is "needed more than ever," the ability to listen.

"Listen" is precisely the title of one of the two installations of sound art that the contest kicks off with, and its creator is
Matamoros himself, who has adapted a project from a busy Miami Beach street to an enclosed, darkened space where
ears are everything.

The second installation called "Microcosms," mounted by Colombian Alba Triana, includes a vibrating statue that makes
perceptible the reverberations of a cymbal that otherwise would not be heard.

Starting this Thursday, Subtropics will present the acts of experimental musicians like Olivia Block, Abbey Rader, John
Driscoll, Jack Wright, Richard Garet, Barbara Held and Benton C. Bainbridge.

On hand from Spain will be sound artists Miguel Alvarez-Fernandez and Victor Aguado Machuca, who will be accompa-
nied via Skype by Ferrer-Molina. All three are members of the Spanish Experimental Musicians Association.

The festival, organized together with ArtCenter South Florida and which also includes seminars and workshops, will wrap
up on July 22 with a seven-hour marathon of sound art and experimental music.

Matamoros said that what Subtropics is basically all about is to get people set to explore, to "open their minds to things
that are different...to sounds they've never heard before."

Among the musicians and artists taking part in Subtropics are those who make experimental music with classical instru-
ments and others who experiment with newly invented instruments and the sounds they make.

Matamoros loves sounds. If he had to choose one of the sounds currently characteristic of his native Venezuela, it would
be the nighttime "cacerolazo," the banging of pots and pans in anti-government protests in Caracas and other cities.

There are no sounds that are ugly or pretty, but human beings, he said, close their ears to what they don't want to hear.
"And while the eyes have eyelids, ears have no lids, except "we have mental earlids," Matamoros said.

By Ana Mengotti
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